Software Engineer (gn) .NET / Azure

About us:

LichtBlick has been pursuing a single goal for the last 22 years: good energy. And everyone knows it. People are just as important to us as climate-neutrality; after all, we create a great climate every single day. LichtBlick doesn’t just offer you any old job, but one with a future – for the future. Our mission is to make a climate-neutral lifestyle normal. In other words, to define a new normal that more and more people believe in. And it’s working. The eight electricity customers who first joined us have grown into a community of 1.7 million people who have ‘seen the light’. A community that saves one million tonnes of CO₂ a year while making a statement for a fair and climate-neutral world of tomorrow. Do you want to make a difference with your work? Then come to the green side! Let us shape the new normal.

Your job:

- As a software engineer, you will develop highly scalable applications based on the Azure service stack in one of our agile product teams
- You will be responsible for the entire software development process, i.e. together with your team you will shape everything from user story to architecture to operations
- In our cross-functional teams, you will work collaboratively with experienced engineers, DevOps, agile coaches, product owners, QA and designers to deliver new components and features
- Through integration and E2E testing, you will ensure the quality and maintainability of your code
- In the Engineering Chapter and various guilds, you share your knowledge with your colleagues and peers

Your skills:

- You have successfully completed your studies in computer science, business informatics or a comparable course of study
- You have several years of professional experience in cloud-native development based on .NET and the Azure Service Stack (Pipelines, Functions, Cosmos DB, Event Grid, Queue Storage, Insights,...) on your track record
- Due to your independent, structured and equally analytical way of working, you are able to tackle every problem and find approaches to possible solutions, both in a team and independently.
- Practical experience with GraphQL (HotChocolate, Apollo Studio/ Federation), Terraform, Pulumi and/or Docker,
- Experience with agile development practices (TDD, CI/CD, Pair Programming, Scrum, ...).
- Enjoy identifying and solving problems and their causes
What we offer:

LichtBlick was one of the first green electricity providers and now offers the full spectrum of climate-neutral energy solutions. Together, we want to make the world even better. Maybe even with your help. Here at LichtBlick, you can expect an exciting and challenging role – in the heart of Hamburg and as part of a highly motivated and welcoming team. You can look forward to flexible working hours and benefits such as homeworking, sabbaticals, sport programmes and plenty more besides. We also offer a culture of innovation combined with scope for independent initiative and decision-making, not to mention a variety of additional opportunities for personal and professional development.

Your contact person:

LichtBlick SE
Julian Gerigk
julian.gerigk@lichtblick.de
Zirkusweg 6, 20359 Hamburg

Jetzt bewerben!